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Hisco Announces Acquisition of Absolute Industrial Fabricators
Acquisition Expands Fabrication Capabilities and Enhances Midwest Footprint
HOUSTON, TX, January 4, 2016 – Hisco, an employee-owned, specialty distribution company serving
aerospace, electronic assembly, medical device and other industrial markets, today announced the
acquisition of Absolute Industrial Fabricators (AIF).
Founded more than 40 years ago and based in Addison, IL, AIF offers a broad range of fabricating
capabilities and materials to provide unique solutions for the OEM industry. AIF will continue to operate
independently as a part of Hisco’s fabrication group and will be managed by Precision Converting, a
division of Hisco.
“Together, Precision Converting and AIF can offer a wealth of complementary capabilities, enhancing
our ability to service customers and providing clear benefits,” said Bob Dill, President and CEO of Hisco.
“Our combined customer base will significantly increase our market share and purchasing power,
allowing us to leverage relationships with key suppliers such as DuPont, FujiPoly and ITW Formex. The
complementary nature of the two businesses lends itself to a smooth transition and promises a wealth
of new opportunities for our customers.”
The acquisition will enhance Precision Converting’s North American reach with a Midwest presence, in
addition to current manufacturing and engineering locations in Corona, CA and Houston, TX. For more
information about Hisco’s fabrication business and Precision Converting, visit
www.precisionconverting.com or www.hisco.com.
About Hisco
For more than 40 years, Hisco has delivered value to customers through quality products, process
solutions and local inventory. Today, the international branch network includes 34 stocking locations 23 in the United States (including Puerto Rico), ten operated by the HiscoMex subsidiary in Mexico and
one operated by HiscoCan in Canada. Two Precision Converting facilities provide value-added fabrication
and the AMG Division offers unique custom packaging solutions for adhesives, sealants and specialty
chemicals. Hisco also offers vendor-managed inventory programs, specialized warehousing and logistic
services.
About AIF
Founded in the early 1970s, AIF has partnered with material experts for decades to provide custom,
close-tolerance components constructed from a wide range of materials including plastics, fiber,
laminates, rubber, foams and pressure-sensitive adhesives. The company’s product line features a host
of products used in manufacturing, fabricating and assembly processes. AIF supplies products and
solutions nationally to manufacturers in virtually every industry, working with a wide range of materials,
applications and environments.
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